PROJECT SUMMARY

Title of Project

CONSTRUCTION OF A MOSQUE AND CULTURAL
CENTRE

Location

Social Advancement Foundation of India (SAFI), East
Vazhayoor P.O., Via Ramanattukara, Malappuram Dist.,
Kerala, South India

Objective

The project aims at constructing a mosque in SAFI Campus
to cater the needs of community.

Duration

One year

Executing Agency

Social Advancement Foundation of India (SAFI)
Rasia Nagar, Vazhayoor East P.O
Ramanattukara Via
Malappuram-673 633
Kerala, S. India

Project Cost

Rs.50,00,000/(Rupees fifty lakhs only)

Dr. P. Mohamed Ali (Galfar)
Chairman

Mr. T.P. Imbichammad
Secretary

Rasiya Nagar
11.02.08

SOCIAL ADVANCEMENT FOUNDATION OF INDIA
CONSTRUCTION OF MOSQUE AND CULTURAL
CENTRE
Introduction

Social Advancement Foundation of India (SAFI) is a nonprofit charitable trust
established in September 2001 for the upliftment and transformation of educationally
backward classes, particularly Muslim community in to a progressive and advanced
society. The trust is constituted by educationists, philanthropists and social activists with
the objective of providing for academic and research programmes in frontier areas of
science and technology and humanities, maintaining international standards. The vision
of SAFI is the transformation of our people into an intellectually and morally advanced
society competent and dynamic enough to meet the challenges of the modern world.
SAFI envisages the emergence of competent leaders in every field.

SAFI Institute of Advanced Study (SIAS) is the most important institution conceived for
the fulfillment of its mission. It is to be developed as a hub for post graduate study and
research, a centre of excellence, which should in due course become a University or a
deemed university. It requires careful advance preparation and massive investment. We
have already acquired about 440 acres of land of which about 150 acres is set-apart for
developing a campus and rest for developing a Township. We have already provided a
magnificent building for housing the existing post graduate department of study like
Biotechnology, Bio informatics, Mass Communication and journalism & Islamic Studies.
The investment so far is about Rs. 20 crores. It has been the result of the generosity of our
patrons.

For the institution to develop into a full fledged campus, much more facilities are
essential and we approach our patrons with the hope that they will support or sponsor this
project so that Safi Institute of Advanced Study will evolve into an ideal campus.

Background
SAFI has to cater the needs of Muslim community. In this context a mosque is a very
important necessity for the teachers, students and others. The mosque will be a centre for
religious and cultural life which will maintain the character of the campus. At present the
students and teachers have to cover a long distance to reach a mosque. Hence a mosque
in the vicinity is essential. A building to accommodate at least 1000 persons in two
stories will be suitable, one story being set apart for ladies.

Objective
The project aims at constructing a mosque in the SAFI main campus.

Location
The mosque will be constructed in a convenient place near to the entrance of SAFI main
campus.

Project Cost
The cost of construction of the mosque is estimated to be Rs. 49,51,000/- rounded to Rs.
50,00,000/-.

Project implementation and monitoring
The project will be implemented in a year.

